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Dated and counter-productive solutions.
As an operator, one of your main
concerns is the security of your facility.
Making an effective, secure way to
control who can access your facility
and when more than a nice-to-have,
it’s a must-have. It’s also important to
recognize that current Access Control
products are dated, cumbersome and
disruptive to operations. Whether
it’s the hassle of having to access a
computer on-site or trouble-shoot
the system in-person, it all adds up
to headaches, lost-time and degraded
operational efficiency.

A modern, efficient option.
Out-of-date solutions don’t cut it in an
era driven by technology and automation.
Not when your facility’s security and
bottom line are in question.
As an operator, you know your time
is more valuable when focused on
day-to-day operations, improving
tenant experiences and maximizing
your revenue. To achieve the success
and operational efficiencies you desire,
you need a centralized Access Control
solution that seamlessly integrates with
your management software and existing
workflows. Above all, you need a solution
that empowers you to control it remotely.

We believe operators should be empowered to configure and manage their Access Control solution the
same way they’re already running the rest of their business—within their facility management software.

ENHANCED
OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

by managing, configuring, and
troubleshooting your Access
Control program anywhere,
anytime from your facility
management software.

SIGNIFICANT TIME
SAVINGS

OPTIMAL TENANT
EXPERIENCE

through a single support team
with expert knowledge to help
troubleshoot any issues across the
Storable Platform.

visit www.storable.com/access

by automatically granting
tenants access to specific
facility areas and guiding
delinquent tenants to
make payments when
access is denied.
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email domore@storable.com

WITH
S T O R A B L E S O F T WA R E

EMBEDDED DIRECTLY
INTO YOUR SOFTWARE

Access Control for Operators,
Designed by Operators
Our Access Control build has been a collaboration between us and many of
our clients. Moving forward, we’d love for your voice to be heard. By using
our Access Control solution, you’ll be included in conversations about what
we’re thinking about building next to ensure that it’s addressing your most
critical business challenges. In the coming months, we will be addressing
these key business challenges:

Web-Based Software — Seamlessly configure and manage your Access Control
program directly within your SiteLink Software from anywhere at any time.
Remote Access Point Management — Storable’s cloud-based Access Control software
enables operators to remotely respond to Access Control issues by opening or closing
your access points without having to be on-site.
Assign Tenant Access Hours — Assign access rules—such as hours throughout the
day or days throughout the week—to each of the access points across your facility.

SEAMLESS DAILY
WORKFLOWS

Move-In Workflows — Simplify your daily workflows by granting tenant access
privileges using Access Control tools embedded directly into the SiteLink tenant
move-in flow.
Move-Out Workflows — Ensure your facility remains safe by automatically
removing tenant access privileges during the SiteLink tenant move-out flow.
Automated Lockouts — Revoke tenant access privileges to your facility if they
become delinquent and automatically reinstate them upon making a payment.

ONE STORABLE,
ONE SUPPORT

COMING SOON

INFORMING
BUSINESS DECISIONS
USING ACCESS
CONTROL DATA

Industry Expertise — Get the help you need faster with a support team that has
a deep understanding of storage operators and tenants’ unique needs earned from
years of exclusively serving the storage industry.
Software & Access Control Expertise — Unlock new value between your software,
Access Control solution, and the broader Storable Platform with a support team
that’s knowledgeable across our entire suite of products.
Access Activity Logs — Identify when and how tenants are using each of your
access points across your facility to inform key business decisions.
Tenant Record Logs — Utilize access data stored directly on the tenant record
to diagnose keycode issues or inform price increase strategies.
Exporting Access Logs — Amplify your ability to make informed decisions about
your business by exporting your Access Control logs and combining them with
other sources of data outside of SiteLink.

SIMPLIFYING YOUR
DAILY WORKFLOWS
USING AUTOMATION

Tenant Groups — Identify when and how tenants are using each of your
access points across your facility to inform key business decisions.

visit www.storable.com/access
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